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Abstract
What’s common between biomechanics studies of human movement and the animated film? Why Eadweard Muybridge and Étienne-Jules Marey are cited in common
studies of life sciences (biomechanics), information technology or arts (film, animation, photography or painting)? In this work we would like to demonstrate the bridges
between animation and biomechanics to discuss the relevance of the interaction of
both for research and pedagogical aim. This investigation results from one milestone
of the Equine Biomechanics research project (FCT – PTDC/CVT/113480/2009), the
interactive application Motion Analysis Toolkit (MAT) and from the teaching experience in Animation studies. Based on data generated trough motion capture process,
MAT is an interactive application for life movement assessment and visualization,
allowing to present information obtained from the interaction between specific scientific methodologies of Biomechanics, Animation and Programming. Developed
trough a multidisciplinary team at MovLab 1 (Laboratory of Interactions and Interfaces), MAT is a user-friendly application for motion analysis that could be use by
biomechanics professionals or animation artists.
Keywords: biomechanics; animation; motion capture; data.

Introduction: Biomechanics and Animation interactions
The first question, “what’s common between biomechanics of human movement and the
animated film?”, open a field of very interesting answers and offer several links that should be
connected between these two different areas. We can start with the reference of Étienne-Jules
Marey (1830-1904) that, through its studies on motion, aerodynamics or cardiology, produced a
number of technical innovations that allowed capturing moving image. The chronophotography
and high speed photograph shooting were important innovations to the origin of the film that
Marey developed, and also were essential for artists to interpret how birds fly, how fluids flow
over surfaces and, therefore, to produce more realistic animation movements.
In 1884, Marey developed what should be the first motion capture suit ever made to take
photographs of human models in motion. His studies with chronophotography clearly influence
several artists such as Marcel Duchamp in Nu descendant un escalier (1912) or Norman McLaren
in Pas de Deux (1968) or in other art fields like in the musicvideo “Turn Into” (Yeah Yeah Yeahs,
1. http://movlab.ulusofona.pt/cms2014/ (accessed at 1/05/2015)
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2006). Today, Marey work is cited on the main ontologies of life sciences, photography or
cinema and also presented in museums such as MOMA (New York).
If we mention Marey, we are obliged to cite Eadweard Muybridge (1830-1904), his work in
Animals in Motion (1899) or The Human Figures in Motion (1901). It’s very well known that
the main trigger for this famous research was pressed by Leland Stanford (California Governor)
when hired Muybridge to prove that a horse leave the ground with forelimbs and hindlimbs
simultaneously. After six years of studies and photographic camera advances, he was able to
prove it trough the very famous photographic sessions of horses running.
Using 24 cameras in a row, Muybridge was able to capture galloping horses at average
speed of 12 meters per second (Mitchell, 2011: online). The photographs of his work were seen
in movement trough one of the first cinematography machines ever developed, the Zoopraxinoscope. Muybridge had combined the mechanisms of Zoetrope, patent by William Horner (1833),
Joseph Plateau’s Phenakistoscope (1841) and Émile Reynaud’s Praxinoscope (1877) to create
what was the first projection system of live action footage 2 . The credits of the first projected
film strips are endorsed to Thomas Edison’s Kinetoscope (1891) and to the Kinetograph from
Lumiére Brothers (1895), however we can realize that Muybridge was a pioneer and have got an
important role in pre-cinema and early animation innovations.

Figure 1. Horses. Running. Phryne L. Plate 40 Running (1879)

Nowadays, biomechanics and animation use similar tools, such as motion capture systems,
video analysis, 3D modeling, among others, but with different approaches. The object of study
of Biomechanics of Movement is the motor performance of living beings and has its conceptual
foundation in the integrated knowledge of Morphology, Mechanics and Cybernetics. This inte2. Live Action Footage is a cinematography term to define images captures from real world without any type of
post-production manipulation, neither developed trough computer generated (CG).
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gration results as an autonomic knowledge in relation to the mechanical and biological sources
of the living systems (Abrantes, 2008, online). This means that is necessary to “freeze the time”
to analyze and study in detail the dynamics of movement.
Animators does the opposite, they need to construct poses (keyframes) that will be ordered
sequentially to create the apparent of motion. Biomechanics work with life movements, but
the concept of animation is to create the appearance of life from objects that doesn’t move at
all. The etymology of “animation” comes from latin animare, that means providing air, breath,
life, soul or mind. We can define etymologically that animate is to give the illusion of life to
what is inanimate, being an action that generates perception of motion (life) of what is static
(inanimate). «It is the state of being animate or alive» (Routt, 2007: 172). So, the work of
animation is based on virtual movement, in sense that the animator need to creatively imagine
the movement that will be generated during the projection at 24 frames per second, because the
real movement doesn’t occur in animation, just an apparent motion of it.
The experience and field of work at MovLab reflects this idea. Our Vicon optical motion
capture (mocap) 3 system is based on the same hardware but with different counterpart’s softwares: Vicon Blade for animation and Vicon Nexus for biomechanics. Mocap is often used in
animation projects that aim capture real life-like movements, artistic dance performances or for
pedagogical contexts, such as life science studies. Animations, videogames and visual effects feature films, such as Lord of the Rings, Pirates of the Caribbean, Happy Feet, Avatar or Heavenly
Sword capture action through mocap due to the precision of the actors’ movements recording
process. So, the possibility of capture actors or animals movement and export into video images,
allows to produce pedagogical contents (interactive data visualization) with the creative capacities of animation and visual effects tools. This is a key issue for biomechanics motion analysis,
because it’s very hard to explain in the classroom, for instance, several concepts of forces and
torque that are happening to a body on a precise moment.
The following work will try to describe these issues and argue how the interactive application
developed in MovLab, the Motion Analysis Toolkit, could be a very important pedagogical
application for biomechanics purposes as also for animation.

Field work: Equine Biomechanics research project
From 2011 to 2014, a group of veterinary doctors work with the MovLab team on the Equine
Biomechanics research project. The main goal of the research was to adapt biomechanics study
to the mechanical output in horses free from pathologies to be used as an assessment tool to
compare different conformations or treatments. The production of this research has different
impacts in the horse industry. Firstly, it could help veterinarians to have a better understanding
of equine locomotion and consequently the treatments available for a specific equine orthopedic
condition. Secondly, the results yield from this help equine professionals to increase their kno3. Motion capture (mocap) is «the process of recording a live motion event and translating it into usable mathematical terms by tracking a number of key points in space over time and combining them to obtain a single threedimensional representation of the performance.» (Menache, 2000).
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wledge in horse movements, such as horse trainers that wish to improve their training strategies
for riding techniques or other daily demanded exercises 4 .
In equine, motion capture systems are commonly used for acquisition procedure of movement information, preferentially optical, due to greater accuracy. Quantifying the data collected
from this kind of system allows optimizing resources and evaluations of each particular horse,
as helping to avoid injuries, which is one of the major problems associated with the training of
horses for sporting activities (Hodgson, et.al. 2013). The disadvantage of using a motion capture
optical system is the size and definition of the volume capture in relation to the size and movements of the horse. Optical systems require positioning of cameras in a space, which could be
an issue when the number of cameras is reduced, consequently there will be limits to the range
of movements and space used for the motion capture. For instance, Muybridge had to spacing
in an open field 24 cameras in a row to capture a galloping movement.
Other difficulty with optical systems is the dimension and number of markers used on models
(horses). If the marker’s dimension is larger, less accuracy will be collected from the movements,
and the inverse corresponding to more post-production work on data (putting in danger the data
integrity). Other major issue it’s the light sensibility of optical motion capture systems, systems
cameras should be assembled in a location with controlled light.
For the Equine Biomechanics project, the Vicon® Motion Capture MX System was mounted
in a veterinary hospital room 5 . This system was based on 10 MX (8*1.3 GBytes; 2*2.0 GBytes)
cameras connected to the MXUltranet controlling hardware, which was used to track the motion
of 106 spherical reflective markers (9,5 mm diameter) placed on anatomical landmarks of the
horse body. The veterinary doctor collected anthropometric data needed to place those markers
and attached them. Kinematic data was recorded at 200 Hz and in the floor of the calibrated
volume. The Vicon® MXControl and the Vicon MXUltranet was controlled by Vicon® Motion
Capture System. The host computer ran the data acquisition and processing software Nexus.
1.7.1 from Vicon®. This software ran the model in use (Horse model, developed locally using
the body builder language support) and supported acquisition and kinematic data processing and
2 pressure plates (RsScan®: footscan® system 1m, 3D interface box and software, 7.2 Gait
Scientific & Balance & Footwear adviser). To study the equine locomotion, the forelimbs and
hindlimbs movements should be captured with two synchronize pressure plates (Gomes-Costa,
et.al. 2015: 317) guarantying the liability of data acquisition. Thus, this process was done
according a precise method that have been used and optimized since 2007 at MovLab and could
be described in the following main steps (Roupa et. al, 2012: 15):
— Preparation: defining the capture procedure and equipment to be used according the
capture model or movement.
— Camera placement: determination of the best location to place each camera according
the optimization of space (volume area), model size or the markers specifications (size).
4. The Equine Biomechanics project is reported on http://movlab.ulusofona.pt/equinebiomechanics/ (access on
June 3rd, 2015).
5. Video example of a capture session made in the veterinary hospital
www.youtube.com/watch?v=zNhCxJPdQ1Q&spfreload=10 (access on June 3rd, 2015).
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— Camera calibration: Adjusting camera position and calibration of the markers’ spatial
position in space (coordinates)
— Capture: acquisition of movement data into 3d coordinate system using an adequate 3D
model (MovLab Equine Model).
— Data processing: three-dimensional reconstruction and treatment of possible errors in
the markers trajectories occurred during each capture session.
As mentioned before, there wasn’t any equine three-dimensional model available by the motion capture supplier (Vicon company). So, after programming in BodyBuilder (Vicon program
language) the model was created through the correspondence between the data collected and
bones structure of the horse. The development of the equine biomechanics model was one of the
project milestones and was conducted by the following phases:
— Bibliographic and existing models examples research.
— Anatomical horse´s model research in order to identify segments and consequently number of markers to use.
— Bodybuilder language learning.
— Test of various models with simple structures segments.
— Adjusting angle values to existing conventions.
— Acquisitions and test in real model.
— Test validity and reliability of data model (Gomes-Costa, et.al. 2014.).

Figure 2. MovLab three-dimensional equine model (Ivo Roupa, 2013)

After these steps we were able to capture movements with the accuracy required for equine
biomechanics studies and also to present life-like representations of horses in motion for animation purposes. Thus, after this succeeded phase the large quantity of data collected from mocap
sessions could only be presented mainly through Vicon Nexus software or datasheets in excel.
Which means that remains a hard task to visualize the complex information generated in num-
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bers, data sheets or graphics decoupled of video/animation representations. So, the development
of an interactive visualization tool was an important milestone to mix the collected data with the
information generated by Equine Biomechanics research. Coined as Motion Analysis Toolkit
(MAT), a new interactive application was finally created to present biomechanics information in
a new augmented tool, should be clarified its relevance, development and framework.

The Motion Analysis Toolkit (MAT) application
Optical motion capture systems, such as Vicon, are expensive technologies with difficult access to the common equine professionals (trainers, veterinaries, among others). Also, the data
collected could be presented in datasheets or over a few packages of applications, for example
Vicon Nexus, that unfortunately are not oriented for education. So, MAT was developed as a
tool based on the most accurate data captured from a mocap Vicon system, which was previous
analyzed and processed through scientific biomechanical processes to be presented in an interactive 3D graphic interface. MAT runs on several OS platforms and it is an innovative way to
present complex biomechanical information for pedagogical purposes.
The visualization focuses mainly on data obtained from the motion capture system and guarantees the consistency the analysis of movement due to biomechanics accuracy (M. Pequito,
et.al. 2014), was important to be the veterinaries specialists that were responsible for markers
placement. Consequently, the information reliability of markers and segments certificate high
precision on movement data that is translated to other computational graphics visualization.
What we intend to strengthen is that the normal simulations developed in animations software as
Autodesk Maya, 3ds Max or other any 3d software package, produce nonrealistic representations of movement, even those that are based on mocap data. Areas of entertainment and gaming
industries are not too much concerned with the reliability of movements just with the consistence
of like-like animations (perception of motion).
Programmed mainly in Unity 3D, MAT combine the captured information collected by Vicon Nexus, the software used for Biomechanical analysis that collects several important orthopedic values, weight and mass corporal with the visualization tools of the animation, such as
Vicon Blade, Autodesk Motion Builder, Maya, among others. To underline this idea and our
achievement, on the next lines we will resume our workflow process / our streamline process.
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Figure 3. MAT interface applied to human model (football kick movement).

After capturing and recording data (horse’s movement) the use of Vicon Nexus, it is necessary to take into account some usability constraints, computational processing issues and
information display. These procedures establish the viability of MAT for computer processing
and usability for user interaction in different platforms (offline, online, tablet or mobile app).
The Biomechanical data is read from MAT, being allocated in “collections”: an array of
elements useful to manipulate a group of fixed numbers or objects. These collections are related
to the subject acquired and allow MAT to access to the individual data for each marker. This
information can correspond to the physical markers position and to the Biomechanical calculation parameters (virtual markers), like velocity or angles. All this information is translated to
visual representations, which can be a tridimensional object or a graphical element. During the
playback of the movement, user can select and track any markers directly on screen (Fig. 3 and
Fig. 4).
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Figure 4. Velocity x-axis components from the horse model.

Figure 5. Velocity z-axis components from the horse model.

Conclusions
Through MAT it’s possible to analyze how the performer accomplishes the task and, at the
same time have visual access to the numerical data of displacement, speed, linear and angular
accelerations of markers and joint centers. The user just has to select a specific marker to analyze
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data values graphically in 3D. Is possible to freeze the movement or playback in different velocities (real time motion, slow or fast). For pedagogical purposes, in which it is very difficult to
explain complex biomechanical concepts, MAT allows to present information in more intuitive
and interactive way. As biomechanics data is projected on model markers, students could interact directly on 3D model through a simplified graphical interface and receive visual information
of the selected movements and models (human or animal).
Our goal for the near future is to develop the graphical, interactive and ubiquity quality of
MAT, and also to connect the software with MovLab mocap database to increase the list of
movements that could be analyzed for biomechanics, sports or animation studies. Developing
the MAT application and the dissemination in academic area will be our main focus to enable
future partnerships and natural evolution of this pedagogical information tool.
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